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About This Content

Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 - Mercedes-Benz includes two legendary, licensed Mercedes-Benz cars:

- 300 SL Gullwing (W198):
Introduced in 1954, world's fastest production car of its day. First-ever production fuel-injection. Gull-wing doors. Iconic.

- 560 SEC (W126)
Most powerful and desired version of one of the most beautiful cars in history.

Experience them in superb quality and astonishing level of details.
Repair, drive, buy, sell and contemplate them.

CHECK OUT UPDATES AND NEWS ABOUT CAR MECHANIC SIMULATOR:
facebook.com/PlayWayGames

twitter.com/Play_Way
playway.com
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Not all DLC are included - this sucks. Include all the DLC and you would get a great report. If we buy a season pass we want
everthing. Stop cheating people.. I grew up playing the Megaman X games on SNES and to this day I still have not beat even the
first one. I aim to change that now that I bought this. the games are just as good as I remember. Only downside is I probably
could have just emulated them and been just as happy lol. But for real I don't mind supporting what Capcom is trying to do here
to show that there is still interest in the series and I hope they continue making them. But even if they don't I don't regret getting
these games and I am very satisfied with my purchase. So if your new to the megaman X series and if you like action
platformers then you really can't go wrong here so come and join in our frustration and enjoy some retro gaming.. Not a big fan
of the Far Cry series, primarily repetitive use of game mechanics. I maxed out my XP, tamed every animal, and unlocked every
skill about 50 percent through the game. You quickly realize each type of encounter has the same solution. Most weapons are
rendered absolutely useless by unrealistic balancing. The mission goals are on opposite ends of the map just to prolong the
game, and fast travel is just a lame compensation. All that said, I did finish the game, playing nearly 100 hours.

This is an Ubisoft game so you have to sit through the Uplay launcher every time you start the game, and then wait for the intro
warnings and videos, and finally wait for it to connect to Ubisoft servers.. EMILY IS AWAY ENDINGS

 Best Ending: goodbye.

 Good Ending: goodbye.

 Bad Ending: goodbye.

 Worst Ending: goodbye.. Great rhythm game, but the servers can be a bit unstable and it's lacking an offline mode so if
there's a huge influx of player, or your internet is wonky, it'll throw an error and close your game. Other than that it's
really fun.. Such a nice game to play when you are in a bad mood or when you need something to relax.
Also a perfect game to stream!

Loved every conversation and situation!. very basic game substitutions dont work cant change kicker during the game
3dgraphics are very poor nowere near the level of football manager, needs alot of work to get it upto scratch
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Good game to work your way though in a day or so and the puzzles were sometimes of the very obvious side.

When the game started there was nothing regarding checking that you were dressed..... wasn't until Nostradamus made a
comment about not worrying about catching a cold or somthing that I when and checked (dunno if that effected the points
obtained).

Once you get use to the mouse directional movements it is really easy to navigate.... the way the invetory is .... meh
There were one or two glitches where one item kept on appearing and disappering from the inventory that I hadn't picked up
until the very end of the game.. First tried the game on itch.io while bored out of my mind in IT class with all the work done.
Really loved it and noticed that it was coming out on Steam. When I got home instantly purchased. Love it. Absolutely love it.
Thank you always love me a good indie game that doesn't break the bank. Keep up the good work. I'm off to purchase the
soundtrack as a gratitude of good will and to support you even more.

Edit: Seems that my salary hasn't arrived so I'll have to get that sound track tomorrow. (:. 10\/10 rhythm game would
recommend to anyone who have played Osu! or is looking for a new challenge\/game genre. Great game, from 1 planet to
destroying the galaxy, every second was fun.. Lots of fun. And a bargain.... I only started playing this today and I love it!

1. It's a cartoon but it is actually really pleasant to look at.

2. You can play as multiple characters (as you rescue them from the evil samurai guys...who are transformed forest animals.)

3. You can possess small woodland creatures (and some large..but mostly small.)

4. The world is really nice. I think I spent half an hour just looking around.

5.There are lots of things to collect, which is great for people like me who obsess over collecting everything possible.

6. The storyline is nice, so far.

Con:
The ninjas walk way too slowly. They can sprint, but you use up stamina.

BONUS: It is currently on sale at humblebundle.com (where I got it.) So, paying as little as $1.00 can get you this game plus 4-5
others. ($1 minimum to get Steam Keys.). It looks like a good idea, but I just cannot get the game running!

I tried different resoltuions: in full screen mode, the mouse just doesn't work and the screen is offset. In windowed mode, it is
very slow and laggy. I play much higher end games at 60fps without issues on my machine.

Would love to play if the game worked!. Well first and foremost, lets clear some things up about this DLC... Those who are still
reporting an FPS frop must have other issues - the patch back in December corrected the issue, which wasn't as wide spread\/as
big an FPS hit as was proclaimed by some users. And also the 15 mile an hour limit that some are hitting is due to their inability
to read\/understand directions or how to disable the alerter. But you can also find that out by reading forums, and by looking at
youtube videos of the train zipping along at 90+ mph.

That said, this was a highly anticipated piece of stock and it fits perfectly with the New York to New Haven line. And while this
is not a perfect DLC - nothing is. Not any more at lease... For those who want to add the most recognizable piece of metro
north's rolling stock definately look past those misinformed reviews and into picking this up.
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